
Woohoo! Another fun-filled regatta has passed! The freshmen will tell you all about their racing 
highlights, challenges and lessons learnt throughout the highly anticipated TOGR 2016! 

Practice races was one eye-opening day 
for me as the conditions were crazy 
choppy with relentless strong winds.  This 
is my first time trimming in this kind of conditions (that were greatly different from 
home), sailing side by side the more experienced sailors. We had a teach in the morning 
where an experienced sailor shared with us his rules of thumb for trimming; I managed 
to put a few of his tips into use. It has been a humbling experience sailing in Pattaya and 
I was caught by surprise that the winds here change direction almost every 2 mins. I had 
to constantly adjust my sails to keep optimal trim. Such rapid changes really tested my 
spin-flying skills. The length of the course also takes a toll as I had to continually focus 
and constantly trim that sail/spin. This really tested my strength, more so mentally than 
muscle power.  

Top Of the Gulf Regatta 2016

Day 0 : 
Practice race 
By Mothikumar



I was really impressed by how quickly the experienced sailors on the other platus 
managed to accelerate and make adjustments. The sheer number of adjustments that 
can be made makes my head hurt and they actually have this on the back of their minds. 
For them, getting the right set up is like an obsession. I realised how important every 
single adjustment is. This for me is enlightenment. It is one thing to hear about them and 
totally another when you see it in action. It has really boosted my willingness to keep 
going and make achieving that optimal trim an obsession because I have seen that it 
can be done and it does makes a difference.  

Even though it was only a practice race and the pros seemed to show a relaxed attitude, 
I have learnt much from today. For me, TOGR will definitely be one of those experiences 
that will make me a better sailor and a better person. As I look forward to the actual 
races, I hope to absorb as much wisdom from these fellow sailors as I can! 

Day 1 Races 
By Sng Jia Ping

Day 1 of races were pretty intense as it was my first 
regatta bowing coupled with strong waves and wind that 
was very different from what I've heard for the past year’s 
TOGR. However, it was a good opportunity for me to 
apply what I learn during trainings for this intense 
regatta. It was a whole new experience doing starts with 
so so many boats, it was so crazy, everyone was shouting 
and it was awesome! The heel was of the platu in these 
conditions took me a long time to get used to but I am 
glad for all the practices during training which made me 
a lot more confident on the bow. Day 1 races were extra 
eventful as my boat (The Dragon) broached during the 
downwind of the 3rd race. This regatta allowed me to 
experience a lot of different situations (broaches, intense 
starts and troubleshooting on the foredeck) that would not be possible during 
trainings. I definitely have more room for improvement (i.e. my gybes and starts).  After 
racing, we had a fantastic seafood dinner by the sea at this quaint restaurant called 
"The view", where we saw the sunset. Thank you OSL for the lovely dinner treat! When 
we got back to the hotel, we had a team debrief and the sailors from each boat shared 
their tips and happenings on their boat during day 1 races with everyone. I felt very 
motivated to do better for the next few days of races! 



Day 2 Races 
By Tan Dexun 

Today was a fruitful day as my team managed to rectify the mistake we made for the 
first day race. My boat communicated more frequently and checked in on each other 
more. We are always constantly making sure everyone is focused in maintaining our 
speed and minimising mistakes. I can see the perseverance in all of my fellow team 
mates, from enduring the pain from the hiking out to trimming to steering the boat. 
Everyone on the boat was encouraging each other, keeping our spirit up and 
rehearsing our next moves to make sure that no one will make any mistakes. Although 
we made some mistakes along the race, we prevented ourselves from making the 
same mistakes again for the subsequent race. 

The day 2 races were as usual very eventful, with Naiad (my boat) getting an OCS in 
the second race, Nataya skied their spin halyard during the break right before the third 
race, Dragon skied their jib halyard that same time as well and Stingray's main sheet 
block coming off after the general recall for the third race. After today’s races, I believe 
my team’s morale has definitely improved as we were much more confident and 
positive after every race. After races, we went over to the Movenpick hotel for the daily 
prize givings and cocktail party. 



 
	

Day 3 Races 
By Janicia  Lim 

Our boat's performance compared to the previous day didn't go so well. After talking it 
through we found that it probably had to do with how some of the stuff we tried out just 
wasn't suited for our crew. It was a learning point that due to differences in how the crew 
worked together, certain things that might've worked for the other boats may not work for 
us. Also, I really had a good understanding about the need to be more nimble as a 
foredeck crew today. I learnt first-hand today what a chinese gybe is, it was an eye 
opening experience. The sudden tilt of the boat and the quick swing over of the boom 
and then the need to quickly balance out the boat weights so as to have a fast recovery. 
Due to the very nimble and fast crew, we actually managed to maintain our position in that 
race, losing out to only 1 other boat when the chinese gybe happened. 

This regatta (being my first) really helped me learn a lot about sailing. The conditions at 
Pattaya were really very different from the conditions that we have in Raffles Marina and 
with so many competing boats the competitiveness was so much more intense, every lay 
call had to be extremely accurate and crew work has to be extra fast. 

After races, we went for a mookata team dinner to recuperate from the tiring day of races!  



Day 4 Races 
By Alison Chia

We started the day with a hearty breakfast at ambassadors then headed down to the 
Ocean Marina as per usual. We all knew as we sailed out of the marina that it was the 
last of our races. We were all very determined to end the regatta well and leave no 
room for any regret. The currents were relatively strong and the wind started picking up 
throughout the day. The sea was also not so forgiving, as it was rather choppy, 
hindering our ability to glide across the water.  

The races went well for my team as we picked a more strategic and tactical approach. 
We finally managed to find a setting on the jib as well as the mains that allowed us to 
move at maximum speed. We led the SMU boats, being very close to the international 
sailors in terms of positioning on the upwind and downwind. All the SMU boats also 
improved in terms of their position relative to the other international boats.  

After two races we quickly headed back to shore, unrigged our boats and went back to 
ambassadors for a quick final boat debrief in the pool. Thereafter we took a shower and 
changed into our blue SMU Polo T-shirts for the prize giving ceremony later that night.  
The only thing that was good about Thailand’s extremely blistering Sun, was the fact 
that it produced the most majestic sunsets. The closing ceremony was beautifully 
pitched at the lawn under the amber sky and orange sunset. There was a huge stage in 
the middle, and at the perimeter of the lawn were multiple food stalls that provided a 
range of delectable drinks and food. This was our ‘last supper’ together as some of the 
sailors as well as our lovely Fidelis and Jin were leaving Pattaya. We feasted and 
reminisced about all the races that we had throughout the entire regatta.  



Overall, I could see all the SMU boats 
progress in speed and effective 
communication throughout the 4 
days of races. This was a very 
encouraging feat for our team. 
Although we did not claim any 
podium position or any shiny trophy, 
we managed to improve and come 
out as more resilient, experienced 
and determined sailors. Not only did 
we improve as sailors, but we also 
improved individually as people, 
many of having met personal goals 
that we set back in Singapore. Despite having competed against each other, it was 
very heartening to see everyone come back at the end of the day to just joke 
around and enjoy each others company with no hard feelings involved. This is truly 
the beauty of our sailing team, as we are a competitive team that encourages one 
another. The last day of racing was truly a good way to end the entire Regatta, and 
as the saying goes; ‘all’s well that ends well’. 

Of course, it wouldn't be the end of the regatta without a good kangaroo court 
session with fi and PQ being the court judge. I was also very surprised when the 
sailors threw a surprise birthday celebration for Lionel and I! I just want to thank all 
the sailors for making my 21st so memorable although I couldn't really remember a 
lot due to the huge amount of shots I was being given! During kangaroo court, all 
the sailors dished out their charges to each other for the silly mistakes made during 
the course of the regatta! It was a shame that some sailors couldn't get their charges 
as they were resting from the food poisoning they got from the mookata the day 
before . I’m going to miss sailing in Pattaya! Can’t wait for the next TOGR! 



RnR 
By Germaine  Lim

After the regatta, the SMU Sailing team went on to enjoy a well-deserved R & R. We 
checked into a villa in Pattaya, where the sailors stayed together, in contrast to the 
pairings we experienced during the regatta period. Here, we were given the 
opportunity to bond with each other. We did not have to discuss anything related to 
sailing or the regatta but could get to know each other better. This made me realise 
that we are not just a group of sailors, but rather a team. In the evening, everyone 
helped out to prepare dinner, with some buying supplies and others cooking and 
washing and this created a rather homely atmosphere, which was comforting. 

On our second day, we proceeded to Koh Larn Island, where we engaged in activities 
such as banana boat and snorkeling. This gave us the chance to take part in activities 
and have fun together as an entire team. 

On the third day, we travelled back to Bangkok. After checking in, we were allowed to 
roam and take in what the city had to offer. Exploring with smaller group of friends 
definitely made travelling easier but the sailors do make an effort to gather back and 
visit places together, such as the Rod Fai Market. 
Before our flight, majority of the sailors proceeded to Chatuchak Weekend Market for 
shopping while a few of us decided to go off the beaten path and discover cafes in 
Bangkok instead. It was a rather refreshing experience to chance upon new places and 
make a mental list of places to visit on out next trip.  
Although the main purpose of this trip to Thailand is to participate in the Top of the 
Gulf Regatta, I believe that a few days of exploring will allow one to understand the 
country better. All in all, I believe that the R & R was necessary in not only giving the 
sailors a well-deserved break after four days of sailing, but was also crucial in helping 
the team foster stronger bonds with each other off the waters, something we often lose 
sight of when we drown in our hectic schedules back home. 



It was a happy-sad occasion last 
Saturday as we bid farewell to the 
graduating batch of sailors! The 
freshies did a great job organizing 
the grad party, the food was great 
and not to mention, the grad 
video was definitely super 
emotional. After the touching 
video, everyone in the  
graduating batch was gifted a 
beautiful personalised glass mug 
filled with beer and vodka! They 
then gave a speech before 
chugging down the entire glass 

together. It was no competition as 
Judith beat everyone; downing the 
whole glass like a piece of cake. 
Suddenly, Colin Lim dashed out of 
the door and to everyone’s surprise, 
merlioned outside of the events 
room in the bushes, hahah!  

I will definitely miss seeing all the 
year 4s in school and during 
trainings! I can go on and on about 
what I will miss about each and 
everyone of them but that will take 
hours!  
Here's wishing everyone in the 
graduating batch all the best for their 
future endeavours! This is not goodbye as we are still hoping to see you guys pop by for 
trainings, regattas and gatherings!  

Grad Party 
2016

By Jade  Loh



J24 NATIONALS 2016

DAY 1  
By Brian David James 

The annual J24 nationals saw SMU sailing fielding 3 boats, Shengli, JMM and 
Quarterdeck. The day had a dreary start with rain pouring across the island 
not letting up till about 10. After the storm had passed, the teams headed 
out to rig up their boats and started to get warmed up with some 
manoeuvres to get used to the unfamiliar conditions of the waters off 
Changi Sailing Club. 
Initially the breeze seemed to be rather constant, yet once the first race 
started everything seemed to have died down and the pressure in the sails 
left without a trace. The 3 lap race was painfully drawn out and by the end, it 
was clear something was wrong. Training just last week showed much better 
speed in similar conditions with the exact same settings and rigging. To 
make it worse the strong current was pushing the boats too close to the 
marks causing a series of double tacks which added to the loss of speed.  
After the first race, our skipper took a quick dive under the boat to try and 
figure out the source of the problem. It revealed a very 'dirty' secret, literally. 
The mooring of the boats near the rocks at CSC, caused to bottoms to take 
on a layer of rocks and mud.Already sailing with fairly limited power, the 
dirty bottom really made itself evident in the light wind conditions we had. A 
quick scrub focusing on the keel and the rudder was all that could be 
managed before the start of the second race. 
Our speed improved marginally and more cleaning at the end of the second 
race helped us pull in front, seeing a decent midfleet finish for the 3rd race 
of the the day. 
Overall, in spite of the problems with the boats, the first day of racing saw a 
good mix of clean manoeuvres and good crew work playing a part to keep 
all the boats keeping functioning to the best of their abilities. After sorting 
out our issues, we were raring to go for the next day and prove our worth in 
the next 3 races!



DAY 2  
By  Lee Cheryl 

After a rather disappointing first day, we were determined to sail better for the 
second day. After a good scrub down of the ‘sandy beach’ beneath the J24s, we 
were all set. Our mood was slightly dampened as the AP flag went up before 
anyone of us could set sail. Mercifully, it was a short wait till the postponement was 
called off. With a passing storm nearby, winds picked up and so did our hopes of 
crushing the other teams. However, luck was not shining down on us as winds died 
and we were unable to power up sufficiently at the starts of the races. With shifty 
and shitty winds, the crew did their best to look for patches of gust. It proved to be 
a pretty successful strategy. All was relatively well until the last race of the day. 
Neck to neck with NTU and JMM just slightly ahead of us, we had hoped to surge 
ahead. Alas, the winds decided to die and we were faced with a mirror of 
frustration. To make matters worse, nature had to tease us with a gust as we were a 
few boat lengths away from our last finish of the regatta. Although the overall 
results were slightly disappointing, our crew has all sailed well and I look forward 
to sailing more with everyone else!


